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Jumbled ‘Mad Libs’

Materials: 6 squares of paper per person, worksheet, pen or pencil.
1. On the squares of paper, write down 2 celebrities (or famous people); 2 verbs (these
should take an object, as in ‘run’ or ‘cry,’ but not ‘sneeze’ or ‘laugh’); and 2 places
(could be general, like ‘mall’ or specific, like ‘Sofia Airport’).
2. Put the squares into their labeled envelopes (people, verbs and places).
3. Each person draws two squares from each envelope. You can put one square back if you
take your own, but it doesn’t really matter if you do.
4. Use the 6 words you chose to complete your ‘Mad Libs’ story on the worksheet.
5. Finally, everyone can read their silly stories to the group!

Jumbled ‘Mad Libs’ Worksheet

______________________ and ______________________
(celebrity #1)
(celebrity #2)
______________________ down the street in
(verb #1)

______________________
(place #1)

last Tuesday. ______________________ said to _____________________,
(celebrity #2)
(celebrity #1)
“Oh, no! Your hair is on fire!”
______________________
(celebrity #1)

______________________ and replied,
(verb #2)

“Don’t worry. I’m fine. It’s very cold in ______________________, anyway.”
(place #2)
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Roll the Dice

Materials: dice, envelope with vocabulary words
1. One player secretly chooses a random word from the envelope and rolls the dice.
2. The player does the action given for the number rolled.
3. The game continues with the person to your right.

Explain the meaning of the word
If you roll a 1
(definition)
Give a synonym for the word
If you roll a 2
(similar word)
Give an antonym for the word
If you roll a 3
(opposite word)
Say a sentence with the word
If you roll a 4
(or write a sentence)
Draw a picture of the word
If you roll a 5
(no talking!)
Act out the word
If you roll a 6
(no talking!)
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What Can You Do With It?

Materials: question cards, paper and pen or pencil
1. Choose one person in the group to be the secretary and write down the group’s answers.
2. Choose another person to be the leader and choose a question card for the group. This
person’s job is also to make sure that everyone says something!
3. The leader draws a card and reads it to the group. Everyone can offer an answer, but they
should not repeat something that was already said.
4. The secretary should only listen and write down all the answers given by the group.
5. If someone is being quiet, the leader should encourage them to provide an answer.
6. When the group cannot think of more answers, the recorder counts the total number of
answers
7. Repeat with a new secretary and a new leader, who will choose a different card.
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‘Guess What?’ Cards

Materials: deck of ‘Guess What?’ cards
1. Place the deck in the middle of the table, face-down. The youngest player goes first.
2. On their turn, players choose a card from the top of the deck and hide it so the others
cannot read it. They need to say the title of the card and then describe each of the 6 words
on the card for other players to guess, without using any of the words on the card. After
all the words have been guessed, leave the card at the bottom of the deck.
3. Play continues to the right of the first player.

Example
Player 1: “Okay, the title is ‘At the zoo.’ First word, these are big
cats. They are yellow and they live in Africa.”
Player 2: “Are they lions?”
Player 1: “Yes! Okay, next word. These are very big animals.”
Player 3: “Are they giraffes?”
Player 1: “No, they’re not. They have big ears and a long trunk.”
Player 2: “Are they elephants?”
Player 1: “Yes! Good job.”
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Matching Pairs (and Trios)

Materials: 5 sets of matching word cards
1. Choose a set of cards (please keep them separated so other groups can play easily!) and
lay all of them out in the middle of the table, face up.
2. Everyone takes turns making matches. Some of the sets have similar or related words,
while others have matches with the same beginning or ending sound. Talk with your
group members and decide what kind of matches you need to make.
3. After all the pairs (or trios) have been matched up, collect the cards and secure the set
with a rubber band.
4. Repeat with another set of cards.
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Jumbled ‘Mad Libs’ Worksheet
______________________ and ______________________
(celebrity #1)
(celebrity #2)
______________________ down the street in
(verb #1)

______________________
(place #1)

last Tuesday. ______________________ said to _____________________,
(celebrity #2)
(celebrity #1)
“Oh, no! Your hair is on fire!”
______________________
(celebrity #1)

______________________ and replied,
(verb #2)

“Don’t worry. I’m fine. It’s very cold in ______________________, anyway.”
(place #2)

Jumbled ‘Mad Libs’ Worksheet

______________________ and ______________________
(celebrity #1)
(celebrity #2)
______________________ down the street in
(verb #1)

______________________
(place #1)

last Tuesday. ______________________ said to _____________________,
(celebrity #2)
(celebrity #1)
“Oh, no! Your hair is on fire!”
______________________
(celebrity #1)

______________________ and replied,
(verb #2)

“Don’t worry. I’m fine. It’s very cold in ______________________, anyway.”
(place #2)
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What can you do with a paper clip?

What can you do with a chair?

What can you do with a toilet paper roll?

What can you do with a pencil?

What can you do with an egg?

What can you do with a bottle of water?
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GETTING YOUR
STUDENTS SPEAKING
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WHAT WAS SAID ABOUT THE
TEACHING OF SKILLS

PYRAMID DISCUSSION

1

Teachers ranked speaking as the most important language
skill/competency to be taught.
In focus groups and informal surveys, students overwhelmingly ranked
speaking as the skill they most enjoy practicing in class.
Yet in classroom observations, student focus groups, and interviews with
Regional Experts, speaking was noted as the skill least practiced in the
classroom.
Why?
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WHAT GOT YOU SPEAKING

www.britishcouncil.bg
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WHAT WE DO DO IN CLASS

(OR GLITTR)

• There was a clearly defined Goal to achieve
• You had sufficient Language to talk about the topic
• The topic for discussion was (professionally) relevant and (hopefully)
Interesting
• Thinking Time was given
• Opportunities for Rehearsal and repetition were given
Q – could you do something similar with a class of your Grade 5 / 6 students?

www.britishcouncil.bg
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LET’S DO A GRAMMAR GAPFILL

THREE EXAMPLES

Use the word given and other words to complete the second
sentence so that it means the same as the first one. You
must use between two and five words, including the word
given.

“Are you having problems, Stuart?”
asked
I…………………………………………………………………. having problems.
We couldn’t afford to buy the car.

Source?

enough
If we …………………………………………….. we would have bought the car.
You can’t get into the park after 10pm every night.
closed
The gates …………………………………………. at 10pm

www.britishcouncil.bg
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MINGLE AND FLASH
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MINGLE AND FLASH
What did you notice about this activity / the way that we did it?
 Grammar gap fill – but involved / developed speaking in a very controlled way
 Instructions were clear and staged
 Examples and demonstrations were provided
 There was an element of competition / challenge (though this felt safe)
 Confidence building
 Provision of scaffolding (especially language needed to do the task)
Could you do something similar with your Primary students?

www.britishcouncil.bg
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SCAFFOLDING

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Scaffolding means providing temporary support for an inexperienced learner in
order to help them to complete a task or acquire a skill, and then gradually
withdrawing that support.

Attitudes towards professional development—Teachers surveyed hold very
positive attitudes towards professional development in general. 95% of
respondents reported that they either like professional development or think of it
as a reward.

o Planning for guided talk sessions in small groups

The % of English teachers that engage in professional development because..

o Modelling and demonstrating language orally or in writing to the learner

1. ….they want to improve as teachers is ………%

o ‘Recasting’ language to develop the learner’s language and extend vocabulary

2. ....they believe it will lead to an increased salary and promotion is ……….%

o Activating prior knowledge about a new topic to create a context for the new learning

3. ….they want to brush up their English is ………..%

o Incorporating collaborative work into lessons

4. ….they get new teaching ideas is …….%

o Using visuals and graphic organisers such as pictures, models, diagrams, grids, tables
and graphs to support understanding

5. ….they ‘have to’ is………..%

o Providing language prompts and frames for speaking and writing

6. ….of the opportunities to network is………%
Answers:

5% / 29% /

35% /

62% / 78% / 85%

(C) https://eal.britishcouncil.org/teachers/great-ideas-scaffolding-learning

www.britishcouncil.bg
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LET’S CHECK OUR ANSWERS

CREATING THE SPEAKING HABIT
Tips / hints:

A) So, what did you get for the first one?
B) I got ……….. What about you?
B) I’m not sure about my answer but I put……… What
about you?
A) I got/put the same.
A) Actually, I got/put……..

www.britishcouncil.bg

Take any / every opportunity to get your students speaking – anything that could
be done in English should be done in English
Exploit any information gaps that arise – these provide natural opportunities for
meaningful and genuine communication
Think through what language they’ll need for any given task and scaffold
students so that they succeed
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DRAWING GAME - PROCEDURE
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DRAWING GAME

• Give out blank sheets of paper.
• Tell students to draw a picture, any picture – “whatever you like”. Be
deliberately vague. Students are usually perplexed, and often draw something
minimal or banal. You’re setting them up….
• When they have drawn their pics, tell them: “This is your masterpiece –
unfortunately you are a starving artist and you need to sell it. Fix a price
between $100 and $2000 dollars.”

What is it useful for? You can input or provide remedial work on any of the
following: language of description, value, speculation, persuasion, negotiation. It
involves speaking / listening, and works to vary lessons by injecting a creative
dynamic. You can prescribe a topic for the pictures and in this way potentially
recycle vocabulary.

• Phase A: have the students sign the picture and put a price on it. Stick them
on the walls. Tell them to walk around with a partner and decide what they
think the artistic “message” of each picture is and whether it seems worth the
asking price.
• Phase B: They retrieve their own pictures, then mingle, and try to promote /
sell their pictures. In feedback, elicit which work they would buy and why.

www.britishcouncil.bg
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THANK YOU!
Christopher Holmes | Head of Teaching Centre
British Council I 7 Krakra Street | 1504 Sofia | Bulgaria
T +359 2 942 4333 | M +359 882 51 1791
Christopher.Holmes@britishcouncil.org | www.britishcouncil.bg

Resources to support language learning
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/
http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/

www.britishcouncil.bg
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Word Games, Poetry
and Tongue Twisters

Word games

Student-centered activities
to spark the imagination
and enjoy using English

Taboo, Scattergories, Mad Libs

Taboo

Scattergories

O The object is to get

O Play in teams of 2-4

others to guess the
word on top of the card
by describing it
O The describer cannot
use any other words on
the card—they’re taboo!
O Practice useful
language first*

List 1

B

O Teams draw grids with list of categories and

blank letter spaces

O Pick a random letter; teams write down a word

for each category starting with that letter
O After 60 seconds, choose a new letter; play

three letters for one round
O Each word = one point; each unique word =

two points

M

F

List 1

Fruits

Fruits

Things that are cold

Things that are cold

Cities

Cities

Insects

Insects

School subjects

School subjects

Musical instruments

Musical instruments

Games

Games

B

M

F

banana

mango

fig

beer

mist

fog

Beijing

Monte Carlo

Frankfurt

bee

mosquito

fly

biology

mathematics

French

banjo

mandolin

flute

baseball

Monopoly

Frisbee
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List 1
1. Fruits
2. Things that are cold
3. Cities

Are you ready to play?

4. Insects
5. School subjects
6. Musical instruments
7. Games

Mad Libs

List 2
1. A girl’s name

O Interactive fill-in-the-

blanks stories
(like gap fill)

2. A boy’s name
3. Something you wear

O a partner supplies

the words

4. Breakfast foods

O Great for revising

5. Parts of the body

parts of speech
O Print, play online or

6. Things found in NYC

write your own

7. Leisure activities

List Poetry
O List poems are very simple: having a

Poetry
List, Acrostic, Haiku

structure to follow allows students to add
their own thoughts and successfully write a
‘real’ poem!
O Choose a picture prompt OR select a theme
to write on
O Provide a beginning phrase to get started: “I
like,” “I feel,” “I read,” “I can,” “I love,” etc.
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Write a list / sense poem
Add a title (Night time)
O I see....
O I smell...
O I hear...
O I feel....

Acrostic Poetry
O An acrostic poem always starts with a topic

word
O Each line can start with one letter of the

word, end with one letter of the word or
include one letter in the middle of each line:

3
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ICE SKATING
If you want to fly, but are bound to ground,
Come twirl and swirl, go around and around,
Enjoying the flight other dreamers found.
Sash and shay while flying way fast or slow,
Keeping bladed skates soaring as you go.
Attach wings to your feet for fun you seek.
Take your time, flap your beat boldly or meek.
Inhale wonder then exhale your dance flight.
New frozen delight is but right in sight.
Go glide, sail and slice tight to feel air’s might.

How to write an acrostic poem
I
C
E
C
R
E
A
M

ICE CREAM
I
Cookies & Cream.
English Toffee.
Chocolate Chip.
Rocky Road.
E
Almond Fudge.
M

Write an acrostic poem

I love every flavor.
Cookies & Cream.
English Toffee.
Chocolate Chip.
Rocky Road.
Even Strawberry and
Almond Fudge.
Mmmmmmmm.

Japanese Haiku Poetry

O Try using:
O your name
O an animal or pet
O a favorite activity
O a place you go to relax
O a favorite meal or holiday tradition

O Describe your subject with interesting details and

use powerful verbs
O Add an illustration (draw, paint, collage, etc.)

Old Pond (by Matsuo
Basho)

ancient is the pond —
suddenly a frog leaps —
now!
the water echoes
The old pond;
a frog jumps in —
the sound of the water.
By Basho

4
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Haiku poems have
a 17-syllable
pattern:

Write a Haiku poem
O Write two lines about

what you see or feel
O Write a third line

Do red robins play

5 syllables

when they run in the grass and

7 syllables

sing most of the day?

5 syllables

Waiting
Feet, hanging freely
Water licking timid toes
Who will jump in first?

about something you
don’t see (before or
after the photo?)
O Rewrite your lines
using the 5-7-5
syllable format

Online poetry resources
O Magnetic Poetry for Kids
O Scholastic Poetry Engine
O Interactive Poetry tools
O Jack Prelutsky’s poetry
O Mary Ann Hoberman’s poetry
O Shel Silverstein’s website

Tongue Twisters
O How can a clam cram in a clean cream can?

Tongue twisters
Not only ‘just for fun,’ useful
for real pronunciation practice

O Roberta ran rings around the Roman ruins.
O I see seventy-seven benevolent elephants.
O Elizabeth's birthday is on the third Thursday

of this month.

O Seven slick, slimey snakes slowly sliding

southward.
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Pronunciation Drills
O After students have practiced saying the

phrase two or more times, try these
techniques:

Tongue Twister
‘Consequences’ activity
1. Write down a name
2. What did she/he do?

O Whispering

3. Where?

O Using intonation (surprised, angry, excited)

4. When?

O Using funny voices or accents
O Patting your head, rubbing your stomach and

standing on one leg

5. Why? Because…

Bob bought a bike in Bali on his birthday
because he was bored.

‘Standard’ Joke Patterns
1. What time is it when an elephant sits on your fence?
- Time to get a new fence.

Jokes
Cultural information and purposeful ‘silliness’
in the classroom

2. What time is it when an elephant swings on your
swing set?
- Time to get a new swing set.
3. What time is it when an elephant borrows your
scooter?
- Time to get a new scooter.
Can you think of different actions to replace the words
in red and objects to replace the words in green? What
if you changed the word ‘elephant’?

More Joke Patterns
1. Why did the chicken cross the road?
- To get to the other side.
2. Why did the girl throw the clock out of the
window?
- She wanted to see time fly.
3. When is a boy not a boy?
- When he turns into a store.
Try changing the words in green or writing your
own jokes.

Thanks for your attention
Sophia Kleinsasser
English teacher, teacher-trainer
Fulbright Bulgaria English Teaching Assistant 2010-2012
sophillarosa@gmail.com
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Offline Internet Resources: Printable Games and Lesson Activities
American English at State (Games and Culture)
Practice speaking, grammar and vocabulary with fun and interesting games.
 The ‘Activate: Games for Learning American English’ teachers’ manual provides tips
and instructions for the games.
 ‘Guess What Cards’ help build vocabulary and practice useful language.
 ‘Board Games’ are a great resource to solidify grammar and communication skills.
 ‘Picture This Cards’ provide weaker students with a visual vocabulary bank, and have
discussion questions printed on the back.
 ‘Word Bricks’ let students create sentences and understand how words fit together.
 Watch video demonstrations, like this example video about board games. Look for
“Watch a Teaching Tip on this Resource.”
‘Between the Lions’ printable resources
This PBS children’s show, similar to Sesame Street, is focused on reading. The website has
information about the show and resources for teachers of English language and literacy.
 Play matching games or alphabet story games to practice vocabulary
 Practice reading skills with ‘Word Worms,’ played like Dominos (best for two
players or two small teams)
Boggles World (Lanternfish)
This site has a massive amount of resources—from worksheets to lesson ideas and flashcards.
 Their flashcards section has some good ideas and printables.
 My favorite resource from this site is a set of cards which can be used for a “Go Fish”
game to practice past simple and perfect questions and learn about continents, oceans
ad wild animals.
ReadWriteWorks
This is a huge database of reading passages, with comprehension questions, on a wide range of
topics. You need a free account to access the articles.
 Go to ‘Passages’ – ‘Get Reading Passages’
 You can filter your search by keyword, grade level or reading level, type of text and
reading skills.
Shel Silverstein (.com)
This website commemorates the beloved children’s author with activities and resources which
can be downloaded and printed to use in the classroom.
 Under Learning Resources you can find worksheets and lesson plans related to
Silverstein’s poems, printable coloring books and Poetry Month resources.
‘Taboo’ Card Game
This is a classic party game which can be played in the classroom.
 Taboo Cards PDF
 There is also a link for game instructions.
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Национално състезание по правопис на
английски език Spelling Bee 2017

Училищните състезания








Информация от училищата за датата и часа на
провеждане на училищното състезание до 15
февруари
Пакети с материали (постери, тетрадки, малки
награди за участниците) до 18 февруари
Правила за провеждане на училищните
състезания
Чеклист за учителя‐координатор
Очакваме снимки от подготовката и
училищното състезание
Финалният тест и новият списък с думи
(500+200) в седмицата след училищните
състезания

Чеклист за училищните състезания






Участват 302 училища от цялата страна
40 ще участват за първа година,
останалите за втора и повече
25 училища участват за седма година!
Около 6600 ученици до 7 клас ще
премерят сили в спелуването
Градовете, в които ще се проведат
регионалните състезания са
Благоевград, Варна, Ловеч, Монтана,
Пловдив (2), Разград, Сливен, София (2).

Важни дати
Училищни състезания – 25 февруари –
2 март 2017
 Регионални състезания – 25 март 2017
 Национално състезание – 6 май 2017,
София
 Летен езиков лагер за победителите в
регионалните състезания – 9 – 15 юли
2017


Полезни Интернет страници
Материали за учителите и учениците
http://www.spellingcity.com/BNESBee/
http://americanenglish.state.gov/
http://bogglesworldesl.com/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
http://www.busyteacherscafe.com/literacy/spelling.html
http://www.superteacherideas.com/spelling.html
http://www.ilovethatteachingidea.com/ideas/subj_spelling.htm
http://www.educationworld.com/a_special/spelling_activities.shtml
http://print‐bingo.com
http://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/
http://www.edcreate.com/
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A spelling bee is a contest to see
who can spell the best, it is a
game, NOT a test.
The goal is to have some fun!

TEAM SPELLING BEE
What You Need
>Teams of 3
>New sheet of paper
>Scratch Paper & Pencil

2 Minutes To
>Decide on a team name
>Write It at the Top of Your Paper
>Decide who will do the writing for your team
>Discuss how you will decide the correct spelling

TEAM SPELLING BEE
Rules:
>All teams spell the same word
>Write in all capital letters
>30 seconds to decide on the correct spelling and write it
>You may talk to each other and write on scratch paper
>When time is called you must stop writing and show your
spelling
>Keep showing slate until judge has determined if spelling is
correct or not
>3 misses and you're out

Team Bees
Communication
Cooperation
Consensus Building
Less Intimidating Than Solo Bee
Excellent for shy or nervous students
Builds confidence for Solo Bee

Solo Bees
Thinking on your feet
Public speaking
Thinking under pressure

Benefits of Bees for Teachers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic activity
Change of pace from lecture and drills
Easy to repeat with little preparation
Easy to modify, customize to your lessons
Reinforces lesson content
Makes learning more memorable
Competition creates student motivation
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Ideas for Word Lists
• Use vocabulary words from previous lessons
• Give the students lists in advance or
afterwards in case they want to study
• Give the definition of a word
• Create a word list from student suggestions
• Based on a theme such as animals, colors,
numbers
• Use word lists from previous bess

Ideas for Grouping Students
• Group students with similar ability (promotes
cooperation and consensus building)
• Group students with mixed abilities (promotes
peer education)
• Groups students with similar personalities
(promotes consensus building)
• Let students make their own groups (use as a
reward)

Learn about American culture‐
Movies about Spelling Bees
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Team Bee Score Sheet
School/Event:
Date:
Round #
Team Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Spelling Bee Morocco 2014

Round #

Round #

Round #

Round #

Round #
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New Design of Instruction
RETHINKING INSTRUCTION

“ABOVE AND BEYOND”
1. What does this video say about
learning?
2. What does this video imply
about expectations for
students?
3. What does this video imply
about expectations for
teachers?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTbuFN8_D_s

“ABOVE AND BEYOND” - DISCUSSION
What does this
video say
about
learning?
Different
perspectives
Unique
interpretations of
instructions
Collaboration
Different pathways
to get to the goal
Learning takes
time

What does this
video imply about

What does this video
imply about

expectations for
students?

expectations for
teachers?

Should be challenged
Be able to know how to
collaborate
Make decisions about
learning and
cooperating
Take ownership of their
learning
Communicate properly
and efficiently

Provide space for student
exploration
Motivate students’
participation
Design meaningful
assignments
Help and facilitate in the
learning process
Give clear instructions and
goals
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TEACHERS AS DESIGNERS

CHARACTERISTICS OF A 21ST CENTURY TEACHER
Learner-Centered Classroom and
Personalized Instruction
Learn New Technologies
Go Global
Keep Learning
Collaborate
Innovate
Project-Based Learning

2
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IT’S A PROJECT-BASED WORLD

POSITIVE SIDES OF PBL
STUDENTS FEEL EMPOWERED
Students see they can make a difference

Critical thinking
Students learn to be adaptable and embrace
ambiguity

Success skills
Ready for challenges
Meet real deadlines and quality standards
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF ASSESSMENT

RETHINKING ASSESSMENT

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lBhMSaFNhY

WHAT DO GRADES SAY/DON’T SAY?
What they say…

How fair is it?

What they don’t say…

PollEv.com/SILVIYAPETRO777

ASSESSMENTS IN THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
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THIS IS WHAT IT IS…

THIS IS HOW WE CAN DO IT…

Peer/Self-assessment
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https://www.polleverywhere.com/
http://www.storyboardthat.com/

https://kahoot.it/#/

http://popplet.com/

spetrova@119su.bg – Silviya Petrova
asya_antova@yahoo.com – Asya Antova

http://wigflip.com/roflbot/
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Technology
Padlet

Popplet

Classroom
Architect

Google Drive

Wordle

Nearpod

Brief Description

Padlet is the easiest way to create and collaborate in the world.
It works like a sheet of paper where you can put anything
(images, videos, documents, text) anywhere, from any device
(pcs, tablets, phones), together with anyone.
Popplet is great for school and for learning in the classroom
and at home. Students use Popplet to think and learn visually.
By capturing facts, thought, and images, students learn to
create relationships between them and generate new ideas.
For students, the classroom environment is very important. The
size of the classroom and interior areas, the colors of the walls,
the type of furniture and the flooring, the amount of light, and
the room arrangement all influence how students learn.
Thoughtful arrangement of the indoor and outdoor
environments will support your learning goals for students. This
tool provides an opportunity for experimentation with the
layout of your classroom without any heavy lifting!
Google Drive gives you access to files anywhere through secure
cloud storage and provides file backup for your photos, videos,
files and more. Users can register for Google Drive for free and
have all their files within reach from any smartphone, tablet, or
computer. Google Drive is compatible with all kind of devices.
Wordle is a toy for generating “word clouds” from text that you
provide. The clouds give greater prominence to words that
appear more frequently in the source text. You can tweak your
clouds with different fonts, layouts, and color schemes. The
images you create with Wordle are yours to use however you
like. You can print them out, or save them to your own desktop
to use as you wish.
With Nearpod you can: engage students with fun and
interactive content; collect and share student responses
instantly; and track student comprehension in real time.

URL
www.padlet.com

www.popplet.com

www.classroom.4teacher
s.org

www.google.com/drive

www.wordle.net

www.nearpod.com

Roflbot

This tool will allow you to add text and captions to a picture.

www.wigflip.com/roflbot

Canva

This tool will allow you to easily create beautiful designs and
documents.

www.canva.com

Poll
everywhere

Poll Everywhere helps you gather live audience or class
responses anywhere, anytime.

www.polleverywhere.co
m

Storyboard That

Kahoot!

Storyboard That is a powerful tool that allows you to create,
share and publish storyboards for the purposes of education
and communication. With Storyboard That one can combine
drawings, photographs and text to create storyboards with
minimal effort.
A game-based learning platform that provides fun learning
game in minutes, made from a series of multiple choice
questions. Players answer on their own devices, while games
are displayed on a shared screen to unite the lesson – creating
a “campfire moment”.

www.storyboardthat.com

www.kahoot.it
https://play.kahoot.it/#/k
/4b622a27-40cc-4a8a9bed-cc61b03c1e19 Spelling Bee Kahoot
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Regional Issues Workshop Budapest

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest
Storytelling Workshop. Trainer: Myrtis Mixon

Storytelling Workshop. Trainer: Myrtis Mixon

 Age

 Spidergram

relevant
topics
 Less grammar
 Kindness
 Unusual

 Incident



 Popcorns
 My

 Funny

name

 Traditions
 Non-stop Writing

http://riomediagroup.com/blanche35now/index.html#.
WEOaOvl97n0
 http://www.access.lingvograd.ru/

 Secrets

and assignments
 Story theatre on folktales



Storytelling Workshop. Trainer: Myrtis Mixon

Non-Stop Writing: Read the story “My Name” written by Sandra Cisneros from The
House on Mango Street.
TASK: Think about what you have read. Now think about your name and start writing.
Five minutes or longer. Similar to free-writing.
Bloom’s Six Levels of Questioning:
Knowledge:Who was Esperanza named after? What name does she want to be called?

Regional
Issues
Workshop
Budapest

Comprehension:What is the main idea of this story? Compare this story to Clementine.
Retell the story in your own words.
Application:Using Esperanza ideas of changing her name what would you name yourself?
Which of these three words does not describe the narrator: proud, emotional, weak.
Analysis:How do you know that she is strong? Why did the grandmother stay with her
husband?
Synthesis;What would happen if Esperanza changed her name? What would her parents
say?What do you predict happens to Esperanza later in life?

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest
 What's

in a name? starring: Firas, 3rd grader
(His teacher’s Moni Bandi
from Scoala Gimnaziala
“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” in
Baia Mare, Romania)
https://www.facebook.com
/groups/956984684416596
/ “Firas means CLEVER
in old Arabic. …”

Evaluation:Is it important to like your name? Give you opinion of the story. Should
immigrants change their names to fit into the culture?

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest


CROSS_CULTURAL COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP.
Trainer: Ildikó Lázár

Mirrors and windows (Ildiko Lazar)

Papers with quotations/statements



Hand-outs with questions



Who does the following jobs in your house: “If women had as much influence in the world as men now do, it would



• making breakfast;



• cooking lunch or dinner;



• doing the dishes;



• mopping the floor;



• vacuuming;



• dusting;



• picking up after everybody;



• fixing things;



• doing the shopping;



• washing/ironing clothes;



• washing the car;



• mowing the lawn.

be a much more peaceful and more pleasant place.”
“A woman’s place is in the home, where her contribution to bringing up
and nurturing children is indispensable.
It’s impossible for a woman to have a successful career and bring up
children satisfactorily.”
“A woman’s talents are wasted if she remains just a housewife and
mother.”
“Women should earn the same as men for the same work.”
“Behind every successful man there’s a supportive woman.”
“A woman has to look like a girl, talk like a lady and work like a
horse.”
“Men and women are genetically programmed for their different roles.
Men do the modern equivalent of hunting and defending their territory.
Women gather food and care for the children.”
“Whatever women do, they must do twice as well as men to be thought
half as good. Luckily, this is not difficult.”

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest
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Regional Issues Workshop Budapest

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest


Regional Issues Workshop Budapest


https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/photo/108096602884676128340/6301
690639654913458?icm=false

https://www.facebook.com/gergo.santha/videos/10154875171952516/

Regional Issues Workshop Budapest
https://plus.google.com/u/0/photos/108096602884676128340/album/63098593440497
96289/6309859345015618226?authkey=CPSX3uzWsIDpsgE
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Technologies in
support of teachers

Elitza Varbanovska

Project-based
learning
►Start from the end
►Set up your goals
►Choose ways of assessment

Project-based
learning

►Give clear instructions
►Use rubrics
►Decide on exercises to be used
Royal.ppt

Comic Strips

Comic Strips

Do you ever get your students to
create comic strips?

Share your ideas

What tools/sites do you use?

MakeBeliefsComix
MakeBeliefsComix Tutorial

How can comics be used in a
meaningful way in the
classroom/for learning?

21 ways to use comics in
the classroom

1
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Songs - Vocabulary
http://lyricstraining.com/

Vocabulary is
difficult…

Cloze Generator
WORDLIST: but between by for from in of until

Puzzle Maker
Can you find the names of 19 animals?

One __ the famous constructions __ the world must be
the Eiffel Tower __ Paris, built __ 1887 and 1889 __
Gustav Eiffel, as a new monument __ the Paris
exhibition held __ 1889. The huge iron tower was an
ambitious idea __ its time and it was the tallest
building __ the world __ 1930s. It is centrally situated
__ the Champs-de-Mars area, and you get an
amazing view __ the surrounding city __ the top.
Surprisingly, not everyone is impressed __ the Eiffel
Tower. Some Parisians think it is ugly and
unattractive __ __ the thousands __ tourists who visit
Paris every year, its popularity will always remain
assured.

Hints
badger
cheetah
crocodile
dragonfly
eagle
eel
elk
foal
goat
owl

goose
otter
rat
snail
spider
squirrel
walrus
whale
wolf

Word clouds
Tagxedo

Photos and video

2
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Combining video and
photos

Kizoa

Have you ever combined video and
photos together? How did you do it?

Animoto
Модерният учител
Animoto video tutorial

Formative
Assessment

Assessment is fun

Formative
Assessment

Kahoot

Kahoot is great!
Teachers:

https://getkahoot.com/
Students:

https://kahoot.it/
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Polleverywhere

Let’s bring
some magic
in the classroom!

Be equipped with
‘magic” objects!
Examples…
Do you have your own?
Please, share!

What’s in the box?
1 Write 3 questions about the “thing”.
You can use only general questions with
the following verbs: BE, CAN, HAVE
2 In your group take turns and read your
questions. Then discuss them and
finally…
3 Choose the 3 most appropriate
questions to ask your teacher in order to
guess the “thing” in the box.

Kaywa
Creating QR-codes

Augmented Reality
AURASMA
I need 20 Euro!

4
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TEACHING RESOURCES

QUIZLET ‐ HTTPS://QUIZLET.COM/
A fun and interactive way to learn new vocabulary

Gergana Yaneva

ESL GAMES+ ‐ HTTP://WWW.ESLGAMESPLUS.COM

➤

flashcards

➤

test

➤

play

KAHOOT ‐ HTTPS://GETKAHOOT.COM/

Play fun online games in the classroom to practice vocabulary
➤

Memory games

➤

Jeopardy quiz

➤

Crossword puzzle

➤

Wheel game

➤

Catapult game

➤

Word search

➤

Board games

➤

Sentence monkey

➤

Spelling games

Create online quizzes and your students can compete against each
other in class using their cellphones

25.1.2017 г.

REGIONAL ISSUES WORKSHOP
22 – 24 April 2016, BUDAPEST

• The challenge of diversity

CHALLENGES FOR EDUCATORS IN A
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

• The digital challenge

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE

• The economic challenge

CHALLENGES IN THE CLASSROOM
1. FUN?
2. “DARK CLOUD”?
3. TEACHER AS
‘’MISSIONARY”?
4. IS POLITICS TABOO?
5. POLITICS, ALCOHOL,
RELISION, SEX,
NARCOTICS, ‐ISMS, PORK
6. EXPERT KNOWLEDGE?
7. TRIVIALIZE/ SIMPLIFY?
8. CONFLICT/ TENSION?
9. PARENTS?

1
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SOLUTIONS TO THE CHALLENGES IN
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
• AVOIDANCE (focus on
grammar, vocabulary, the
four skills)
• DEVELOPING
INTERCULTURAL
KNOWLEDGE INDIRECTLY
• DEVELOPING
INTERCULTURAL
COMPETENCE INDIRECTLY
BUT AT THE SAME TIME
DIRECTLY BY DISCUSSING
CURRENT SOCIAL AND
POLITICAL ISSUES

• READING AND
WRITING STORIES

USING A SPIDERGRAM IN A STORYTELLING ACTIVITY
THE SUMMER HOLIDAYS ARE JUST A MONTH AWAY!
Hang out
with

APPROACHES, TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES

Play
computer
games

Go to the
seaside

Ride a
bike

• DRAMA

APPROACHES, TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES
• MEDIA AND ICT

My plans for the
summer holidays: I
am going to…/
Perhaps I will…
Visit my
grandparents
Go to a
mountain
resort

Sleep
late

Go
swimming

Advantages:
1. It is fun and students like it.
2. Helps students brainstorm ideas.
3. Can give some grammar clues.
4. Can be used on any topic.
5. Can be used with any age/ language level.
6. Can be used to help students both tell and write a story.
7. Can be used in both individual and group tasks.

APPROACHES, TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES
• COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITIES

APPROACHES, TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES
• FRIENDLY, OPEN AND
ACCEPTING ATMOSPHERE

• COMMUNICATION IN
ACTIVITIES WITH
COOPERATIVE STRUCTURE

2
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APPROACHES, TOOLS AND
TECHNIQUES
• MODELING THE
BEHAVIOUR YOU EXPECT
FROM LEARNERS

HOW CAN WE DO THIS?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TEACH CITIZENSHIP
ENCOURAGE OPEN‐MINDEDNESS
INTRODUCE SENSITIVE ISSUES
DEVELOP EMPATHY AND TOLEANCE
AVOID STEREOTYPES, FIGHT PREJUDICE AND
DISCRIMINATION
REVEAL THE VALUE OF DIVERSITY –
DIFFERENCES ENRICH OUR WORLD/
PERSONALITY
DEVELOP COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE
TEACH ABOUT THE TARGET LANGUAGE
CULTURE
RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT OWN CULTURE
TEACH ABOUT OTHER CULTURES
SHOW EMPATHY AND NON‐JUDGEMENTAL
ATTITUDE
LISTEN ACTIVELY AND COOPERATE
BUILD KNOWLEDGE ABOUT DIFFERENCES IN
BELIEF AND SOCIAL PRACTICES (the risks of
stereotyping; diversity as a benefit)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Pavlina Dukova
English teacher
Georgi Karavelov School
Shivachevo
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Exit Tickets (formative assessment)
1. Quick notes: Reuse the back of an old poster and write students’
numbers in a grid. At the end of the lesson, everyone writes down a
quick thought or reflection on a Post-it note and then sticks it on the
poster. This visual feedback strategy promotes learner autonomy.
*You could do something similar by drawing up a grid or list of names
on the whiteboard, and asking individual students to choose the face
that describes how they feel about what they learned today.

Student 1

X

Student 2
Student 3

X
X

2. Ticket-to-leave: Create a quick revision activity for
students to hand in at the end of the lesson. This should be
something very quick (no more than 5 minutes to complete)
which demonstrates understanding of the lesson’s goal or goals.
* This activity could be done orally or as a pair-work task, for
example acting out a dialogue with a partner before leaving the
classroom.

3. 3-2-1 Questions: Make a printed copy for each student or write your
questions on the board. At the end of a lesson ask your students to write down:
 3 things they know now
 2 important things they want to remember
 1 question they need answered for next time.
You can change these questions or simplify them to suit your needs. This task is
especially useful at the end of a unit or before an exam, as it gives students the
opportunity to share problems or questions they have with you.
* Alternatively, you could change this written feedback activity into
preparation for a quiz. Students will write down 3-5 quiz questions, with
multiple choice or true/false answers, for their classmates to answer. You can
collect these and put them together as a quiz at the beginning of the next
lesson.

Find more ideas for ‘Exit Ticket’ questions here.

